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ABSTRACT. We consider dual integral equations involving inverse associated Weber-Orr transforms.

Elementary methods have been used to reduce dual integral equations to a Fredholm integral equation
of second kind. Some known results are obtained as special case.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Dual integral equations involving inverse associated Weber-Orr transforms Wtv[;], arise in the

study ofmixed boundary value problems in elasticity and torsion. Srivastav [1,2] considered some dual

integral equations involving W(,,;] and 0,0[;]- In a recent paper, Nasim [3] considered the following
dual integral equations:

w,,,l.-V()’,x] (x) a x c

w;_,.,-C);x]--ACx), c <x <

where k 1,2 v >-I and p is an unknown function. A general solution with a few special cases

was established in [3] by using elementary methods. However, the analysis in these solutions is rather

complicated.
In the present note we have considered the following dual integral equations

W,7’_v,,,[-xpf),x]- gl(x), a <x c,

w:,_,.,,[-V(),x]--.g,_(x), c <x <

where v > -,y(> 0) is not an integer with y + ct- I a positive integer, xp is an unknown function. This

system is reduced to the solution of a Fredholm integral equation of second kind for -I < ct I < I with

t-13 , 0. The method utilized here involves the use of certain multiplying factors to the equations

somewhat similar to the method used by Noble [4], Mandal [5] and the references cited therein in

connection with dual integral equations with Bessel function Kernel.
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The analysis throughout this paper is purely formal and the change of order of integrations in

various double integrals are assumed to be justifiable.

SOME USEFUL RESULTS
We state below, for convenience, some results and definition which will be used subsequently in

the’ naper. Let,

Using the formulae (33), p. 26 and (35), p. 103 of [6], it may be deduced that

+,(t2 2,-x R(x;,aMx, (2)

forRe() > -1,Re() >-1,a > O,S(z) being mmel’s function. From the formulae (32), p. and

(38), p. 104 of [6], it may also be deduced that

2- tfax r( + )t’--a,__ .,(t;, a), (3)

forRe() > -1 and Re(- 2) > .
DEFINITION. We define,

w(x);] xg(x:,(x;,ax, o < < , a > o,

where R(x;,a) is defined by (1).

X
+

LEM. 0<k <v+i,k- 1,2,3 v >-and g(x) is summable in e infinite inteal

(a, oo), then

This result is proved in [7].

REDUCTION OF DUAL INTEGRAL EQUATION TO A FREDHOLM
INTEGRAL EQUATION OF SECOND KIND
We consider the dual integral equations

R,’-’t,,,(x;,a)
J(a + YCa xpC)d g,(x), a x c, (4)
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Rv_,v(x;,a)-’" (a) + Y(a)
()a g,.(x) c <x < , (5)

where R.v(x;,a) is defined by (1), v>-, ? is positive non-integer with v-y>-I and

-1 < ct [3 < 1, a 13 0 with y + ct [3 a positive integer.

Multiplying each side of (4) by x /-(t2-x2)a’
where (x’ >-1 and integrating with respect to x

from a(> 0) to t, then interchanging orders of integration on the left hand side and using (2), we obtain

F(cf+ 1)
t-v+,t-a’- f xl/V-V(t2 x g(x)clx

2v-’-"/t fl )4(ua )q(u+
nF(ot’+1)F(v-Y + 1) u -2"-’Sa’(-u-a-’’+-/(tu-+"Y(-J )du (6)

24’ ..t_v+v_.,_ u-"+hp(u) 91 ’
j0jZu--iT-(ta) +"-’(t2-p R_,.(p;u,aMp du,+

(’ + I)

forafc,’>-l,v>y-1.

Similarly, multiplying each side of (5) byx +(x t)’ where ’ > -1 and integrating with respect

to x from to , then interchanging orders of integration and using (3), we obtain

__,R,__,_ .,(t;, a) ’ -"(x d)’g(x (7)

forc <t <oo,-1 <13’ <5 v-,-

In (6) and (7), we should like to set

v -/+ t’ + v , lY and -2t a’ -21 lY
so that the orders of R.(t;,a) and the powers of would be identical. This would mean, on solving

these equations, that

ct’ -1 (ct [3), [’ -1 + (ct [3).

Since or’ and [’ must be greater than -1 this is impossible. To overcome this difficulty we consider the

following two cases separately.

Case (i). -1 < t-13 < 0,t-13 <min{ 1/2(v-y-),1/2(v-2y +)}.
We take a’=-1 -(a-13),13’ a-13. Because of the conditions on a’, 13’ in (6)and (7), we must

< t-13 <0, t-l < (v-,-). Then (6)and (7) giveshave-1

X_._R__.+.(t;;a)
2+"-I t_,,/+._l x+.-(t_x)f-"-g(x)dx

n r(l a)
r(v + 1) u

p2)l-a-1R_v.$p;u,a)dp du, (8)
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for a c, and

: t,,(t;g,
J(a + Y(a

2- -’/"-* f, *-v/’(xZ ,z)-"g2Cx)dx (9)ap()d
(1 + a_13------t-’ x

c <t <oo.

Now multiply both sides of (9) by -//"-/* and differentiate with respect to t, then using the

relation

we obtain

JZ(a + Y(a

ld
_

--[t R,.(t;,a )] -t-- *.fl,/ l,v(t;,a

2- /_ d f,x_./V(x2 t).-g2(x)dx (10)tP()d F(1 + a 13)
t*-’- d--;

C <t <oo.

Equations (8) and (10) have identically the same left-hand side which is therefore defined for all

a. Since we have assumed y + a- 13 to be a positive integer and a 13 < $ v 2y + therefore, by

the lemma in section 2, we find

p()--+ 21"- ( t*-++-R a,(tt

r(1 +a-I) f-’-"/Rv_,_./,(t;,a)Gz(t)dt

where

+
r(l- &) .’--,(u. )v(u)au

G,(t) / x +’-’(t--xf-"-Xgt(x)dx

(11)

d f, ,_/,(x t).-gz(x)dxG2(t)--" x

K(u,)
(])2a /’-’F(1 + v-y)J(ua)F,(u,)+ u-*F(u,)

J(ua + Y(ua

Fx(u, f tS-v+,-a/-l,v-’-"+(tu)R-’-a/,(t;’a)dt"

FuCu,) i t1-"+’/-fK(u’t)R"-’-+’"(t;’a)dt

i pt +v-,(t2 p2)O--R_,.(p;u,a)dp.Kl(u,t)

Equation (11) is a Fredholm integral equation of second kind.
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Case(iO. 0<-13< 1,-13<;. v-’/+

In this case, we choose ix’ [ ct,’ + ix-[. Because of these conditions on ct, in (6), (7) we

t(v ). Then (6), (7)becomemust have 0 < ct- < 1,ct- <
2"- t_.,..__ _x2f

J(a + r(a
V()d r( + a)

x "’-(t g,(xx

2v-+-l+l fln:F(13 et + 1)
F(v-? + 1) u __S_v+v_/t,v__a// (tu

j(ua )tp(u )du

and

r(1 + I- a)
u-/XV(u) p a-t-v/v/"-- - ,-7- *v-v(tZ-p R_v.(p;u,a)dp u,

J;(ua + Y(ua

a t

J(a + Y2(a

(12)

21-+ f, t_,,.,(x2 -I-zp()d
F(ct13---t*-’-’/ x -t2)" g2(x)dx, (13)

c<t<.

Now we multiply both sides of (12) by -v-‘/o+ and differentiate with respect to and then using the

relation

ld
[tRv(t;,a )] -

_
.(t;,atdt

we obtain

t_+,+_f_ ddt i x’/"-’(t-x)a-g(x)dx

2v-v+a-la+l
+
zF(1

F(v- + l)t_+v/_l_ ,_d {t_v_,/l+
dt

fi-S-+v-’+’-v-’++i(tu!J(uau-(i )tp(u)du }
r( + 1-)

t_/v+__ d : u-/ap(u)
d" J J,,2-; Y-a

(14)

p/V-v(t2-p)-’R_,(p;u,a)dp u,

at<c.

As before, equations (13) and (14) have identically the same left-hand side which is therefore defined

for all > a. Since we have assumed ? + ct 15 to be a positive integer and ct I < v 2y + therefore

by the lemma in section 2, we find
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F(1-ot+[5) -R,_,_,/,,(t;,a)’(t)dt (15)

21-ct+l ;+ F("- [3) t/’-’/"/R--"/"(t;’a)-22(t)dt

where

2a-a fl
Gl(t)--d- x -v(tZ-x-)-gl(x)dx

G--(t) f, xl-v/(x t2)a-- lg2(x)dx

K(u,)
()2’ /"-vr(1 + v y)J(ua)(u,) +

J(ua + Y(ua

t-+v/-d{l-V-,/-ls_+v_+,v__+/l(tu)}Rv_v+_v(t;,a)dl(u )= |
j dt

F2"--(u,)- f t-+’/"-IV-K(u,t)R_,/f_o.(t;,a)dt,

and

d i 91 /-r(t2"(u,t) - pll-’R,,_v,,,(p;u a)do

The equation (15) is a Fredholm integral equation of second kind.

3. SPECIAL CASES

(i) If we make a 0 and v > 0 with lim....0v.----A() and ct replaced by (1 -a)/2 and I by and

putting v , g, the dual integral equations (4) and (5) become

fo"A(,(x)d g(x), a x c,

oA()Jt,(x)d

g(x), x c

These dual integral equations were considered by Noble [4]. From (11) and (15), the solution of the

above dual integral equations become:

For O<ct<2,

(2)-i"- fo t--i’+ 22a1
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where

-’
G,(t)-- gt(x)x’/"(t2-x2) dx

and for -2 < ct < O, p. > a

G2(t) -- g2(x)x -"(x2- ax,

where

A()- 2-"-" t* 2J (t)Gl(t)dt + t"’ )at,

G(t)=- gl(x)x/(t2-x2) dx,

f -a
G2(t) gz(x)x l-"(x t2) dx

"t

This result was obtained in [4] directly.

(ii) Let v 1, , a and 13 0. Then from (4), (5), the system of equations

,11[-’V();x]=, ,(x), a x c

w.’l[()]. #), < < oo

reduce to a Frcdholm integral equation of second kind given by, from equation (15),

()-(2a) Ro.,(t;,a)(tt+ tRo,(t;,a(tt+ u(u,>(uu

where

d xi(t -x g(x)dx,a,Ct)

"(t) ftx(x --t g#)dx,

K(u,)
J,(ua)F,(u,) + u u,)

J(ua + Y(ua

F,(u,)- Ro.,(t;,a)-d-{t-S_,.,(tu)}dt,

F2(u,) u,t)Ro.,(t;,a)dt

and
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with

d fo 2-K(u,t)-- p(t2-p R.(p;u,a)dp

S,v(z)-- z"/ te-"F ---t +v,-t-v;;-t
z > O,F(a,b;c) being the hypergeometric function, and

R,(O;u,a)- [sino.Y(.a)+cosp.J(.a)].

(iii) When v ,a , then

[-()]-g,(x),, a xc

C<X<

reduce to a Fredholm integral equation of second Nnd given by, om equation (15),

()- "* tRA(t;,a)(tt + R_(t;,a u-(u (uu
2’ 2’

where

and

with

C,(t) x(t-x g(x)ax,

G2--(t)- f X(X2-I2) g2(x)dx,

F2--(u,)- t-(u,t)R__,_(t;,a)dt,
2’2

K(u,t)--- p(t2-p:’) 2Ro.(p;u,a)dp

R---(t;’a)’-()

Ro,(t;"’a -a [cos.aJo(.t)+sinuaYo(.t)].

(iv) Finally, a purely formal case, when v 0, y 0, a -5 and 13 0, then
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wg.V();x] g(x), c <x < oo

reduce to a Fredholm integral equation of second kind given by, from equation (11),

where

G(t)-- x(tZ-x g(x)dx,

c,(t)--27 x(x- t) g(x)ax,

K(u,) JZo(ua + YZo(ua

F,(u,j)= f tS (tu)Ro(t;,a)dt

f’ t)R{ 0(t;,FzCu,) tKiCu, a)dt,

and

with

K(u,t)= p(t p Ro.o(P;u,a)dp,

Ro(t;,a) " [sintYo(a) + costJo(a)
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